Last month I reported from Dallas and the GCSAA Conference and Show where the presence of the Association was much appreciated by all and many new contacts were made. I'd like to thank everyone, particularly the GCSAA staff and officials who did so much to make the visit enjoyable.

From Dallas I moved north to Vancouver and the Canadian equivalent where I delivered a paper on Winter Mowing and the Show which had its centre in Seattle, less than 100 miles away.

I was in our hotel room at the time and being typically British I went and looked out of the window, only to see the office workers in the building opposite all rapidly moving away from the windows and down the stairs.

Last month I talked about my new career as a columnist. Well I've now become a TV celebrity as well - not once but twice. We got outside the hotel after the earthquake only for me to be grabbed by a local news crew and interviewed about what had happened. Buildings were moving about a foot up and down and it really was frightening. It had measured 6.8 at its epicentre in Seattle.

Arriving back home I had my second interview for Sky Sports about BIGGA and greenkeeping matters generally. A great deal was left on the cutting room floor but I was pleased to have had the chance to make the point that nowadays the constant striving for pace on the greens is, in my opinion, not good for the greens or the greenkeeper. They insetted old black and white footage of a golfer from a previous generation putting on a green to highlight the point. It is good to see the Association gaining in credibility and recognition and appearing on television can only be positive for us.

Ironically the first picture they showed was of the wheels of my car being washed down with disinfectant because of the Foot and Mouth outbreak. Walton Health has been affected by Foot and Mouth as we are on common land. We had an enforced closure for a week and, as I write, have restrictions on access to the course.

The annual South East Region's Gentleman's Dinner was also a victim, the first time in living memory - 30 years - it has been postponed. I was hoping to have had the chance to thank the club for its support of the Dinner and the Association generally and also thank my staff for all the work they have done over the years to prepare the course for the arrival of so many greenkeepers and their guests.

Hopefully it can be rearranged for later in the year. Other cancellations included the GCSAA Conference I was due to attend in Ireland, and Westurf, and my thoughts go out to those, including Paula in the South West and South Wales, who had put so much work into these events only to see them fall victim to this horrendous disease.

Coming on the back of the flooding which caused course closures, the Foot and Mouth outbreak is another body blow to so many people, and we can only hope that it is halted soon and they can work towards getting back to some sort of normality.

On a positive note I was delighted to arrive home after my travels to discover that the team had already vertidrained the greens or alternative greens was spent preparing temporary or alternative greens was spent on the main greens you wouldn't need the alternatives. If the weather was so bad that the greens were unplayable the course shouldn't be open. I think the paper was well received, particularly when I moved on to talk about the history of Walton Heath and James Braid.

I thoroughly enjoyed the CGSA Show, everyone was extremely friendly and the Show so well organised with a real buzz about it. It was also good to see Ray Day, part of the successful Bernard & Co-sponsored BIGGA delegation, carrying the Union Flag before the Banquet. They were terrific ambassadors for the Association during their time in Canada.
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